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A couplc of

readers who noticed

we said that blacì< leader Caûhy Meel<s

had been "throln out" of the Northside Chrisiian Church in Macon, Geor-

gia, wrote them to see if that was
true. Minister Don Wells replied that
No, sir, Mission 's editor was jusi more
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in

Japan, where Elmer works. He
writes that he ran across, in a used
book store, a yellowed and slighily
worm-eaten copy of Ashley S. Johnson'sBió/e Readings and Sennon OutIines on the Clvislian Plea. It was
signed by Clarence Vincent, an early

to Japan, on March l,B,
1903. (Do "new" Restoration lnissionaries to Japan realize what has
missionary

preceded them, and why
penetrated that culture?)

it
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GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
,-EDITORIAL POLiCY STATEMËNT, JULY, 1967

Well, I apologize for using the
figure of speech (overstatemeni)
"thrown out," since it was taken literally. I do suspect, though, thai
Cathy is an accurate judge of anger
in such incidents, and all we rneanl,
to communicate in the süory was pre-

Further to Elrner Prout's questions
about how others receive Restoration
ideas (p. 3 ), it's sobering ùo ponder
how long the plea has been around

APR¡L

TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THË SCRIPTURES AND
THËIR MEANING . . , TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION... TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THÉ MEANING OF

interested in sensationalisrn than the
trutlt, that Cathy was uot thrown out,
nor approached by anyone "fighting
mad," as she said. What happened,
the minister said, was that the Chairman of the Board, in the absence of
any church policy concerning blacks,
asked Cathy not to enter.

cisely what Brother Wells acknowl"
edges: she was asked not to worship
there. Tht- church's board has since
decided that whosoever: will rna¡r
come, Brother Wells says.
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for more participation for women in

the church just a kind of
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The Restorotion:

WhereDoWeGo
from Here?
By ELMER PROUT

"Restoration Movement" is a difficult expression to translate into Japanese. The word we use
most here in Japan often means a "return"; but
it can also rnean "a comeback." It is not unusual
to see listeners consult dictionaries-trying to decide, I suppose, whether the missionary wants to
bring the church out of retirement for a "comeback" or lead it on a pilgrimage into the past.
Aside from the language barrier, the Restoration Movement receives a rather uncertain reception in Japan. Workers from [I.S. Churches of
Christ have been making the "Back to the Bible"
appeal in Japan for over eighty years. Japanese
Christians gratefully acknowledge their debt to
the past, but they are puzzled by the effects of
the Restoration Movement in their nation.
Ry 1927, for example, the Restoration Movement had been here for at least twenty-five years.
Its lack of impact on Japanese Christianity in
general is seen in H. E. Fosdick's remark that
Proicstant missionaries in Japan are the most
divided group of believers he had ever seen. After World War II, the non-instrument Churches
of Christ in Japan suffered from divisions brought
in by Americans who, even while causing division, continued to talk about how easy it is to
restore unity. Stateside "issues" were allowed
to create walls among the missionaries. Because
of tl-re oriental sense of obligation, Japanese converts lined up behind their respective teachers
and, thus, arguments that divided believers in

at the Church of
Christ, Sayama-shi, Saitama-hen, Jøpan, and a frequent

Elnter Proul is preachittg minister

author for uarious religious publications.
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North America cut througìr the church in Japan.
Missionaries have come and gone, but memories of the divisions temain to plague the Japanese church. Is it any wonder that the Japanese
ask, "Where is the Restoratiou Movemetrt going?
What is the future of a restoratiou rnovement
in Japan?"
Japan, America, tl-re world: Wl-rerr: do we go
from here? We have seut preachers to every corner of the gìobe. Br.rt tìre mixed results of our
mission efforts indicate that it will take more
than expanded travel plans to provide the answer
to our question. World ervaugelism is urgent but
unless we are clear about biblical directious, geographical outreach is self-defeating. A burning
desire to carry the gospel to distaut lauds is commendable, but it does not guarautee the spiritual
maturity to lead converts in ttnity. A direct and
continued appeal to uuite the church is important, but it does uot uecessarily produce unity
among those who make the appr:al. Where do we
go from here?
We must accept tlrc need to GO. The Restoration Movement is in a situation somewhat like
that of Israel at Niount Seir. 'l'he people were
marching in a fine circle aronnd the mountain,
but they were not moving toward Canaan. Finally the Lord said, "You have speut loug euough
going around this mountain. Turn yourselves toward the north" (Deut. 2:1-3).
For many of us, the Restoration Movement
has become a religious Nlount Seir. Some, with
"perfect" as our password, go 'rotttrd from right
to left. Others, with "poiutless" as our cry, go
'round froln left to right. What we all seem to
miss is that whether we are supporters or critics,
2t9

if a "movement" is the center of our attention
we are not advancing on the kingdom road. Whe-

ther we pride ourselves in a loyal defense of the
restoration principle or in a devastating critique
of it, we are going in a circle. There is no practical difference between walking around Restoration Mountain shouting "We have done it!" and
walking around the same mountain crying "No,
you haven't."
The Restoration Movement, by its essential
nature, points beyond itself. It invites us to see
the new covenant church and dares us to experience the dynamic of life in the covenant relationship. If we permit evaluation rather than experience to become our field of action, we have
missed the point of restoration. The call to enter
the new covenant relationship means that we are
not finished when we have listed Restoration
Movement accomplishments. It also means that
we are not finished when we have identified Restoration Movement failures. Beyond our arguments about the success or failure of the Restoration Movement we are called to advance along
the kingdom road.
We are called to go I'OGETHER. Israel's
march to Canaan was not an individualistic event.
In the Promised Land the nation would live in
the kind of unity which is possible for a setUed
people. But the journey to Canaan demanded
what might be called "traveling unity." The details differed but the purpose was the same: life
together under God's will. Unity was both a goal
for the futrrre and an essential for the present.
If we share a concern for the unity of all be-

forms of life and worship of which we read in
the Bible developed as people served the Lord
together.

One of the basic problems in the American
Restoration Movement is our inability to stay
together long enough to experience the unity
which is not limited to the "right" or "left" side
of the Movement. The one thing we seem to
have in common is the tendency to walk away
from the very kind of encounter that could lead
to unity. How quickly we build the walls: "I
tried to talk with him once...You know what a
wild-eyed radical he is...He's a moss-backed
right-winger who won't listen. . . ."
Even if past relationships were like that, will
we permit the past to determine the future?
"While we were yet sinners...while we were
enemies...we were reconciled...." Surely those
words have something to say about attitudes among believers. If we claim to have insight--corrective, prophetic, incisive-we should not be
surprised at the high cost of using that insight
lovingly and responsibly.
Will we accept the tension of growing together? Or will we keep our eyes on the exitready to seize the first convenient excuse to
leave? Are we willing to sacrifice personal reputation to promote the unity of the church?
Wherever the Restoration Movement goes, it will
not be worthwhile unless those who share this
heritage make every possible effort to go together.
We must go together TO CHRIST. One of our
favorite slogans is "Back to Jerusalem." Fine.
But what do we look for when we arrive? The

One of the basic problems in the American Restoration Movement
is our inability to stay together. The one thing we seem to have
in common is the tendency to walk away from the very

kind of encounter that could lead to unity.
lievcrs we must clemonstrate a kind of "traveling

unity" which will keep us together while we
move to the larger goal. This unity will go be-

yond outward forms. It will (1) rejoice in the
variety of functions among the members of the
body; (2) gladly accept differing convictions among believers; (3) joyfully confess our absolufe
need of one another (cf. Rom. 12:1.-8; I4:L-

L5:7;I Cor. 12:1-31; Eph. 4:1-16).
Christian unity is basically an interpersonal
matter. It cannot be fully expressed in forms
even when it is claimed that "unity is sure to be

found in this pattern" " The Bible picture of unity
is people together in the name of the Lord. "lhe
220

If so, at what stage of its development? This is not to say that first century
examples are useless. It is to warn against the
assumption that human actions are the key to
new covenant life. Even if we \¡/ere able to identify every detail of life and worship in the Jerusalem church, the meaningof those details would
still be arl open question. Do they establish a
"pattern" that must be followed for all centuries to corne? Or do they simply tell us how far
the Jerusalem church developed in its first century environment?
The reply to those questions obviously depends largely on a person's presuppositions. I
Jerusalem church?
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raise the issue only to illustrate a common pitfall in all restoration movements. That pitfall is
the practice of making observable human deeds
or organizations the key in defining the original
nature of the church. In that approach we are
highly selective in the pattems we choose as
"binding." We are also often blinded by the apparently unified results in various situations. We
see "togetherness" and decide "Here is the unity
we want!" The catch is that church groups, even
in ancient Jerusalem, have shown amazing unity
in some very unbiblical matters.
If a restoration movement is to be biblical it

in Corinth,

even in its troubled condia "true" church. It was a true church
then as much as it would have been had the
mefnbers solved all the problems mentioned by
Paul in 1 Corinthians. Why? Because the life of a
new covenant church is not secured by any person's action-not even by obedience or repentance. It is secured only through Christ and what
he alone can accomplish for congregation and

church

tion

was

individual.
No principle is worthy of the loyalty which
should be given to Christ alone. Principles are
impersonal and we easily find ways to use them

qualified to comment on the church unt¡l we have
focused on the Creator and Redeemer of the church. An
interest in ancient organizational charts is not to be
confused with an obedient fa¡th ¡n Christ.
We are not

will not make the achievement of unity its basic aim. The fundamental purpose of a restoration movement must be the return to what is
truly central in the Christian religion. The primary concern of restoration is the faith content
factor. That factor is the confession that Jesus is
the Christ, the Son of the living God. He must be
given the central place in restoration movement
attention.
Together we must go back to Christ and let
him establish the priorities for action. Jesus
Christ is not only the foundation of the church;
he gives the new covenant its newness. We are
not ready to look for the church until we have
seen the Head of the church. We are not qualified to comment on the church until we have
focused on the Creator and Redeemer of the
church. An interest in ancient organizational
charts is not to be confused with an obedient
faith in Christ.
Restoration is not a return to a certain point
in time. Biblical reality is not found in time-it is
found only in Jesus Christ. Sometimes I have
said "the ideal church does not lie behind us in
the first century; it is ahead of us waiting for us
to reach it." I reasoned that since no first century congregation was perfect, the ideal must be
in the future. Actually, however, the new covenant church can never be defined or located in
chronological terms, as if the church itself could
arrive at a state of completeness. The ideal new
covenant church is found in its relationship to
Christ. In him the church,like its individual members, is complete (cf. Col. L:11-L4; 2:6-L0).
In view of this, we should recognize that the
APRIL, 1979

for our own purposes. No concern, not even the
desire for church unity, should be permitted to
become the center of our attention. When our

attention shifts from Christ to a "plea," that
plea soon turns into an "ideal." Ideals have a
way of becoming abstractions. Abstractions are
quickly fashioned into idols.
The Restoration Movement, like any other reform attempt, cannot restore itself. It has a
vested interest and thus lacks both the power
and the insight necessary for self-examination.
It wilt not do to contend that if the Restoration
Movement holds itself under the judgment of the
Bible it will correct itself. Our own history is
proof of the amazing human versatility in using
the Bible for selfish and self-serving purposes. We
must go all the way back, not to Jerusalem or
Ephesus, but to the Lord, Jesus Christ.

go together WITH C.FIRIST.BuI even
this
need, we are faced with the tempas we state
Christ
into an idol. The essence of
turn
tation to
maker
can invest his image
the
is
that
idolatry
own
choosing. If we
of
his
with characteristics
someone
who lived and
as
mainly
of
Christ
think
set a perfect example in the "long ago" we will
not really have escaped the "let's return to the
past" syndrome.
The Christ in whom we believe must be recognized and accepted for who he is: the liuing
Christ! The Restoration Movement is true to its
purposes when it uses the Bible record of the
past as the means by which people meet Christ
in the present. Jesus'resurrection set him free
from Joseph's tomb-we dare not turn around
and bury him again in a tomb of memory. The
We must

22r
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Christ whom we trust is not a martyr to be remembered; he is the risen Savior to be encountered! The Lord's Palestinian ministry is forever
essential to the gospel. But he who walked those
hills has promised to be with his disciples in the
present. If we accept Christ, not only as the One
who spoke two thousand years ago, but also as
he who now applies his word to our hearts, we
can be saved from the tyranny of our own
reasoning.

Fellowship with the living Christ challenges
us to stay with Jesus when we evaluate each
other. We say that we see the human side of the
church clearly. Fine. We should. But if we insist
on looking at the church without Christ we will
fall into indifference, disgust, or cynicism. The
Lord's view of the church--and he invites us to
share his view with a life commitment-always
includes its human frailty. But it always includes
thb divine promise, too: "the gates of hell shall
not prevail!" This is so because the church is the
redemptive work among people who will always
need to be redeemed.

Jesus asks us to face up to the checkered history of the Restoration Movement. But he also
offers to lift us above that history. We hear
Jesus' prayers and know his wishes for his people
to grow. That knowledge is a judgment on our

failures, but it is also a test of our present willingness to keep on with Christ. Let us be grateful for restoration leaders, but let us remember
that we honor them best by staying with Christ.
Where do we go from here? Wherever it is, it
must be a pilgrimage with Christ. His advent was
not a mere observation trip. He entered the human condition to the extent of taking its worst
consequences upon himself. Going with Christ
in realization of his will asks us to do something
like that for one another. Perhaps when we have
worked at that kind of relationship for awhile
we will be in a position to become united on
some of the points that have troubled us for so
long. On the other hand, we may find that, having been united by the Lord in the experience of
common need and redemptive grace, those "issues" will simply have fallen out of our hands. 1
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SUSTAINERS ($100 to $499, 1-year subscription and 5

gift subscriptions)-

Actually, we're speaking of qifts, not loans. Several
have recently responded to our appeal to become
"Friends of Mission." These donors receive free subscriptions as noted below. an occasional "insiders' "
newsletter, and the opportunity to advise us in our work
of comforting the afflicted and afflicting the comfort-

able. lf you would like to join us in this effort, send
your tax-deductible contribution to our bookkeeper,

LaJuana Burgess, 11223 Henge Drive, Austin,TX78759.
The following Friends have contributed since our last
list in October, 1978:

Mike & Martha Haynes
M. C. Everheart, Jr.
Claude Allison
Ralph E. Arceneaux
Thomas H. Durham, Jr.

Joe Lawson
John Allen Chalk
John T. Miller

FRIENDS ($2S to $99, 1-year subscription and 1 gift
subscription)Mrs. Claude Owens

J. Randy Hawkins
Sherman

PATRONS ($500 to $1,000, receiving a I-year subscription and 10 gift subscriptions)William J. Carter

6
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& Dianne Shewmaker

John & Anita Royse
Mrs. Frances V. Wheeler
Dave & Sue King
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By STEVEN SPIDELL

ome of us loved life: the fears, the joys,
the anxieties, the pleasures, the tears, and the
tragedies. In good and ill, we relished life
¿u¡ we experienced it-hoping for the best, accepting the worst, but always going ahead.
Others recoiled from the earthiness of
human experience and sought to find respite
in another reality. We steadfastly refused to
be distracted by shouts that the Messiah had
come here, or appeared there, in whatever
new fad. Leave the religion business to others;
we would live out our faith by doing justice
and loving mercy and walking humbly with
our God. Let others build a new auditorium;
we sent our money to the ACLU and Common Cause. Let others buy Joy Buses; we'll
buy jeans and shoes for needy kids. Let others
pray in tongues; we'll write our congressmen

to quit coddling the oil industry.
Now, to be sute, in all of this this-worldly
activity, we did not-no matter what others
said-lose our spiritual connections. Why, we
would say, if you took the Incarnation
seriously for just a single moment, you would
know that we are the ones who are truly doing
God's work. So we liked to talk about symbols of God's love and will for man, hoping by
that to build the bridge between our world
and his.

Through the '40s, '50s, and even the '60s,
we, like cybernetic Colossuses, strode the gulf
between the two worlds and blessed our work

Dr. Steuen Spidell is preaching ¡ninister at the Church
of Christ in Wilmette, Illinois, and a frequent contri'
butor to Mission.
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with biblical images and symbols. Some of
us even believed in those symbols. Others just
used that kind of language, while planting
bombs in air conditioning ducts, just to keep
the lines of communication open.
But, alas, it was all for naught. The glories
of World War II have been duly noted and for'
gotten. The Korean conflict haunts us still in
M.A.S.H. In Viet Nam, we lost more than
soldiers and a war. The old world is gone now.
On its tombstones are the names Nixon,
Agnew, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell.
And a voice was heard in Jonestown, weeping
for her children.

A **

old, secular liberals now spend their
time writing novels about the dream they lost
in assassination after assassination. Others
merely joined the ranks of the great, silent
mediocrity. And for the "religious" liberals....
Well, the symbols are dead. . . or worse. . .
that old-time religion is back again, if it ever
really left, stronger than ever, beating the
drum and shaking the tambourine for theroad
to Shangri-La. Hip, hip, hooray for church
growth and record contributions.
Our loss of hope is seen by our concem to
look again at words. Our failure is masked
in tatk of "process." Some of us have even
started sounding like rejuvenated fundamen'
talists. Others, perhaps more honestly, have
gone into social work or counseling or teach'
ing or law ot, better yet, the "academic study
of religion." We may have kept our vestments,

223
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or our church ties, but there is a gnawing in
our gut from an emptiness of purpose and an
aridity of spirit. We can,t go back again. Not
to the simplicity of religion. Not to pie-in-the_
sky. Not even to its secular equivalent, .,I'm
OK-You're OK.
But what is there left for us? To rework the
old symbols, trying to squeeze out a few
more articles? To apologize and say we really
didn't mean it? To pack our campers and join a
commune in Tennessee? Join the cult in Gainesville? To just be out-and-out secular and forget
the god-business? The poets knew long ago that
God has gone mute. We just drowned out his
silence in our own shouting.

W^r,now the shouting has died down. No
more marches, or sit-ins, or revolutions. The
State of Ohio has paid off. It,s all quiet on the
Western front. Let Israel and Egypt and lran
boil in their own juices.
But what's left for us? For those of us who
cannot content ourselves with either a vapid
secularity or a pompous evangelicalism? From
Elie Wiesel comes this story which I find
strangely comforting and compelling.
When the great Rabbi Israel Baal Shem-Tov
saw misfortune threatening the Jews, it was
his custom to go into a certain part of the

forest to meditate. There he would light a fire,

say a special prayer, and the miracle would be

accomplished and the misfortune averted.
Later, when his disciple, the celebrated Magid
of Mezritch, had occasion, for the same reason, to intercede with heaven, he would go to
the same place in the forest and say: .,Mãster
of the Universe, listen! I do not know how
to light the fire, but I am still able to say the
prayer," and again the miracle would be
accomplished.
Still later, Rabbi Moshe-Leib of Sasov, in
order-to save his people once more, would go
into the forest and say: .,I do not know holv

to light a fire, I do not know the prayer, but I
know the place and this must be sufficient."
It was sufficient and the miracle was accom-

plished.
Then it fell to Rabbi Israel of Rizhyn t<¡ overcome misfortune. Sitting in his armchair, his
head in his hands, he spoke to God: ,,I am
unable to light the fire and I do not know the

prayer; I cannot even find the place in the

8
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forest. All I can do is to tell the story, and this
must be sufficient." And it was sufficient.
God made man because he loves stories.
Can it really be enough, my heart wonders, to
tell the story? lt must be enough! For how else
can trye stay humble in the elusive presence of
God who has loved us beyond measure? \ühat
other means than the story completely keeps us
in our place, the place of wonder and awe and
prayer? lVhat else but the story keeps us in touch
with life, with all of its ups and downs and absurdities, and will not permit us to blink, to turn
aside from the flesh and blood reality that
presses in against us?
The story alone keeps things in their proper
perspective. The radical humanist must always
get lost in the multiplicity of ttrings, of concrete
data which never seem to fit together into a
whole. It's all bits and pieces, all t¡ees and never
a forest. The super-religionist can never see the
trees. All he sees is the grand vista, the other,
transcendental world that somehotry never seems
üo really relate to real life.

Bttthe storyteller, the one who sees not only
the here and now, but also the beyond, not
only the present, but also the past and the future,
he is the one who speaks to us in a way that
cannot be argued against. Either the story is accepted or rejected. Either the story tells us truly
about a whole piece of life, or else it is false.and
only illusion. Jesus was such a storyteller. Who
else, when asked about how we should relate to
one another, about who is really our neighbor,
tells the story of the Good Samaritan? lVho else,
when questioned about the kind of company he
kept, tells the stories of the lost sheep, the lost
coin, and that lost young man, the prodigal son?
How else to better proclaim the depth of
God's love?
And what is there left for us who know what
Ralph Harper meant when he wrote, ,.To be
homeless and in exile is as old and sad as the
hills; to be metaphysically homeless and to care
is new" (The Seuenth Solitude, p. 5).
Perhaps what is left is simply to live our lives.
To care for the stranger, the hurt, and the needy.
To do good to all persons. To walk meekly in a
world of sorrow and hope as fellow-pilgrims. To
accept what life brings us and to make of it
what we will in humility and thanksgiving. And
APRIL, 1979

. . . to tell the story.
We cannot raise the dead. We cannot heal the
sick. We cannot speak in tongues. We do not
have all wisdom and all knowledge. Sometimes,
we cannot even do the little good we want to do.
But, we can tell the story. And so, my friends,

let me tell you a story:
Now after the sabbath, toward the dawn of
the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene
and the other Mary went to see the sepulchre.

And behold, there was a great earthquake;
for an angel of the Lord descended from heaven and came and rolled back the stone, and
sat upon it. His appearance was like lightning,
and his raiment white as snow. And for fear
of him the guards trembled and became like
dead men. But the angel said to the women,
"Do not be afraid; for I know that you seek
Jesus who was crucified. He is not here; for
he is risen. . . ."
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The Restoratlon

ofseculartty(Part II)
By ROBERT O. FIFE

(Editor's Note-In his first installment, in the
March issue, Dr. Fife noted the impact of God
on whst human thought often deems merely
secular. In this installment, the author opposes
this biblical secularíty against secularism. )
What is secularism?
Secularism is secularity which has repudiated
the transcende nt-the God of Scripture-and thus
assumes to itself the absolute sanctions once reserved for the Creator. Thus, secularism is a religlon.
Helmut Thielicke's provocative analysis of ni
hilism as expressed in modern totalitarian states
is a convincing illustration of our definition. The
great German preacher, lecturing to hosts of disenchanted German youth following World War
II, begins by defining "isms." "An 'ism, ' " he
says, "is always a sign that somebody is making

Dr. Robert O. Fife serues ss director and professor at the
Westwood Christiøn Foundation in Los Angeles, a ministry of Independent Christian Churches.
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an absolute of a principle.' " (Nihilism,tr. John
W. Doberstein, New York, 1961, p. 17)
Secularism does this in numerous ways. An
ideology can be so absolutized as to convince the
devotee that no sacrifice is too great, no violence
too horrendous, if it serves the Cause. Nazi Germany, Stalinist Russia, and modern terrorists
share this itr common.
The reason for such behavior is the paradoxical fact that secularism is religious. In Nazi Germany, Hitler could boast of "God in our own
people, in our destiny, in our blood." (Hermann
Rauschning, The Voice of Destruction, New
York, 1940, p. 49). Hitler's supreme commandment was, "Thou shaìt have no other God but
Germany ! " (Koppel S. Pinson, Modern Germany,
New York, 1954, p. a97). Massive demonstrations, replete with myth and symbols, provided
the powerful ritual of the new cult. Alfred
Rosenberg inhis Myth of the T'wentieth Century
appealed to ancient, pre-Christian Teutonic paganism. At the same time, significantly, the Christian gospel was stripped of all those features
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which stood in judgment upon the Nazi order.
The cross was to be replaced everywhere by the
swasticka, which Rosenberg called "the only unconquerable symbol." Rites of initiation into the
Hitler Youth were substituted for those of confirmatior, in the church. Ultimate claims were
made upon humatr loyalties, as a result of which
a whole generation marched into the grave,
chanting all the while, "Today Germany! Tomorrow, the World!"
But Germany was not alone in following the
new religion of secularism. Stalinist Russia likewise saw the absolutizíng of a political system.
Marxist-Leninism became the new "scripture,"
interpreted by the party as a "church," under

Almost without exception, the fundamental

of East European Socialist countries deny
to the church those functions most basic to its
mission. Unable to conquer the Christian faittr
by a frontal assault, the Marxist states simply
deprive the church by law of its evangelistic,
laws

educational, and charitable role. The Christian
community is allowed to exist under certain
specified conditions, but it is deprived of the
right to serve. What a demonic ruse whereby to
discredit the church!
Secularism sees in biblical faith a mortal enemy for the simple reason that the God of Scripture has declared, "Thou shalt have no other
gods before me" (Exod. 20:3). Secularism is the

Secularism sees ¡n biblical faith a mortal
enemy for the simple reason that the God of Scripture
has declared, 'Thou shalt have no other gods before me.'
Secularism is the new idolatry.

authority of Stalin. Dissenters were liquidated as
"heretics," for once again, the system made absolute demands upon human beings.

In his book Secular Saluations Ernest B.
Koenker analyzes such "political religions." Referring to Spengler's Decline of the lUest, which
foresaw a "second religiousness," Koenker says,
Ours has been the age par excellence of political faiths, of secular salvations offered on a
national or universal scale. Intricate new mythologies and rituals have been constructed by
these disenchanted believers, and millions more
lives have been offered on the altars of these
new devotions than were offered in the persecutions of Christians in the Roman Empire.
Parties have laid claim to men's ultimate devotion. They have elicited a self-sacrificing enthusiasm for an idea or for a corporate reality
superior to the mean individual. Men have
turned to blind believing in an effort to overcome the emptiness of their lives.
The religiousness of modern totalitarian secularism was made abundantly clear in Moscow one
Easter. There the Young Communist League proclaimed its slogan, "Lenin is with us," as a counter to the ancient Christian greeting: "Christ is
risen! He is risen, indeed!"
In the form of political religion, secularism
commonly treats the church as a competition.
Hitler saw this clearly when he remarked, "One
is either a Germsn or a Christian. You cannot be

both."
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new idolatry. Unlike other religions, however,
secularism presents itself as something other than
religion. It confesses to be an ideology, a program, a lifestyle, an establishment, but seldom
admits to being religious. Therefore, it has free
access to all the structures of the so-called "seculat" state. It moves freely within the circles of
public education, and governmental institutions,
while biblical faith is separated from such by the
Constitution. Will the day ever come when the
courts declare the teaching of secularisrn in public schools represents "an establishment of religion"?
But secula¡ism assumes other forms than that
of political religion. It is seen in rampant materialism, common now not only among the "jet
set," but among the masses as well. Where once
Thorstein Veblen defined the "leisure class" by
its "conspicuous consumption and conspicuous
waste," (Theory of the Leisure C/ass, l-899) now
hosts of moderns are utterly devoted to the acquisition of things. t'More," "bigger," "newer,"
"better" things are accumulated in a system designed to justify ever rising production schedules
by "obsoletizing" cars, clothes, and other items
still useful. Meanwhile, the absence of ethical
standards introduces a new barbarism, (see Jose
Ortega y Gasset, Reuolt of the Masses, p.72).
The impact of such materialism upon the quality of life is sinister. Households muqt bring in
multiple salaries just to keep up, while "moonlighting" no longer has reference to a romantic
APRIL. 1979

evening, but to that third job. Enormous pressures erode the home, functional relationships
replace friendships, and the art of simple pleasures is lost in the Friday freeway race to the
mountains, and the hectic rush homeward Sunday night.
Of course possessing things is not wrong. But
absolutizing them, making their quest an "ism,"
is the sin. As a religion, materialism can make
fearful demands, for the fulfillment of which the
ancient virtues and the most intimate personal
relationships are expendable. It is but another
face of the new idolatry--secularism.
Technocracy is another current form of secularism. Technocratic secularism pursues the mastery of nature without reference to ends or ultimste meaning. Thielecke perceptively describes
such an attitude as nihilist or "positivist," saying
the positivist scientist or technician
is thus the victim of a grotesque self-delusion
in that he considers the separate elements of
reality, which have been divorced from their
center and therefore from their continuity, to
be the actual reality, indeed, reality itself. And
the reason lies in the fact that he refuses to
recognize that the cause of this disintegration
and discontinuity is the loss of God, and actually insists that the loss of God is an emancipation. (Op. cit., p. 65)

As such "cumulative knowledge"

expands,

some affirm that the realm of mystery consequently shrinks. (As though new knowledge has

the rapidly expanding world of empirical knowledge, and technical know-how. (See David Martin,I'he Religious and the Secular, pp. 22f .)
Secularism in this guise is not the less religious,
for all its professions to the contrary. Witness
the phenomenon of "technological determinism." If something can be done, it will be done.
What matter its implications for the quality of
human life, or values once held dear? Such considerations are brushed aside on the ground that
"if we don't do it, someone else will." There is a
drive---a seemingly inevitable progression-in technological momentum which is reminiscent of the
Fates which dominated the Ancient World.
But seen in light of the gospel, it is not Fate
or some materialistic necessity which makes this
so. Such events are the result of human decisions
which fall under the judgment of God.
Witness a recent garden party in which an engineer was understandably reticent to discuss his
work "for reasons of national security." But
more than this was reflected in his face. In unguarded moments he portrayed a brilliant mind
haunted by the fearsome potential of the weaponry he was devising. This attitude betrayed
the fact that he had not totally succumbed to
the status of a technological functionary. He had
not yet reached that stage described by Thielecke
as "the breakdown of selfhood." His Christian
heritage still spoke, still judged. But this voice
was weakened by other considerations. The "real
world" demanded such devices. So he proceeds

Secularism is not the less religious, for all its
profess¡ons to the contrary. There is a drive-a seem¡ngly
inevitable progress¡on-in technological momentum which is remi'
n¡scent of the Fates which dominated the Ancient World.

ever done anything but enlarge the horizon of
mystery). God, whose dwelling place has often
been thought to be the "gaps" in human knowledge, is thus relegated to a smaller apartment in
the mansion of man. It is thought that the moment a phenomenon is explained, mystery is removed---and with mystery, God. Thus, discovering the key to the genetic code means that the
birth of a child is no longer marvelous. Modern
Eves no lbnger need say "I have gotten a child
with the help of the Lord" (Gen. 4:1).
"Cause-effect" is thought to explain all. "Purpose" is relegated to the "fruitless speculations"
of the ivory tower, or the "mythology" of the
pulpit. In either case, it has no significance for
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with his work, alternating between the excitement of discovery and the anguish of its appli
cation. In such fashion does technocratic secularism make its demands, and remarkable is he
who does not bow down.
In its socløl form, secularism is expansive and
exclusive. It tolerates no other presence near its
throne. Riding the crest of popularity and po\ryer,
it is quite ready to define for the Christian community the conditions under which it will be allowed to exist. Basically, that role is to limit its
activities to "spiritual" functions, and to refrain
from intruding upon the saeculum.
Peter Berger describes such a role in his No¡se
of Solemn Assemblies, calling it the "paradox of
227
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social functionality and social irrelevance." That
is, the social function of the church is to be irrelevant. One can rest assured that secularism is not
prepared to tolerate any meaninglul involvement
in the world on the part of the Christian community.
Secularism rightly sees in biblical faith a mortal enemy. But for the time being it will tolerate
the church prouided it stays out of the affairs of
the age. It may occupy a tax free property on
the corner of Main and Vine in which marriages
and funerals are solemnized, and those who persist may worship. But under no circumstances is
the church to raise its prophetic voice, pronouncing the judgment of God upon the systems of
men. This, secularism will not tolerate. It is significant for example, that certain recent pronouncemsnts of the World Council of Churches
condemn social injustice only in the West. The
Soviet Union and other East European States
will not allow themselves to be criticized. Has
not secularism dismissed God from the affairs

of men?
It is at sueh points one sees clearly that secularism functions as a religion whose god is itself.
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refuses to be judged by any other.
Such is the burden of Jacques Ellul's The New
Demons. Drawing upon Jesus'parable of the dispossessed demon (Matt. 12:43f.), Ellul describes

It

our own age. The cast out demon wandered
through "waterless places," only to find his old
dwelling place unoccupied. Retuming with aeven
others, he entered once more his old abode, and
the last state of the person wa¡¡ worse than the
first.
Applying the parable to our culture, Ellul
notes how modern society has expunged the
God of Scripture from its common life. It çonsiders itself liberated from the "superstitions" of
the past. But what it does not know is that it is
not so godless as it presumes. It has simply "exchanged the truth of God for a lie" (Rom. 1:26).
And the last state of the culture is worse than
the first, for the gods modems worship are infinitely less worthy than He who is faithful, righteous, merciful, and unchanging.
Such is the challenge disciples of Jesus face
in secularism. What will be the nature of our
response?
(To Be Concluded Next Month)
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AGifr
fromVcronica
By STEVE MCKENZIE

I do not remember exactly when we first

learned about Veronica Trujillo's rare, incurable
disease-aplastic anemia. It was difficult to get
her to talk about her ailment. She was always
concerned about other people, especially her
fellow-Christians at the Northside church in Albuquerque. She would come to church when she
could, and was never hesitant to call someone to
ask for a ride, or to accept it when offered.

I

had known Veronica since high school. She
came to church with her grade school teacher,
Mrs. Sesma. After a short time she became a
Christian. She was very concerned about her
large family, and severaì of her brothers and sisters attended with her at various times when
they were young.
But as they grew older, Veronica's family quit
coming. Her father was an alcoholic, and had
evidently driven her mother to become one also.
It was frustrating to try to give Veronica anything because her father or other family nrembers would take it from her. There were times
when she was forbidden to have any contact
with people from church. Sti[, she kept coming
and kept being loved-all the more, I am certain,
because of the outrage we felt toward her family
situation.
As Veronica's disease worsened, and her body
failed to produce white blood cells, she became
susceptible to every contagious disease and her
physical resistance was virtually non-existent.
Several times she contracted pneumonia, and the
doctors were afraid she would not survive. But
Veronica possessed a strength and determination
to live which no one could understand, and it
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kept her alive far louger thau anyone had imagined she could live.

I remember two particularly proud moments
in the last year of her life. The first was when she
struggled down the aisle and across the stage at
high school to receive her diploma. It was a glorious, trinmphant moment. She planned to begin
nursir-rg school in the Fall, and to become a pediatric nurse.
Then there was the Mother's Day when Veronica brought her mother to church. After serv'
ices she took her mother and Mrs. Sesma to
lunch. 'lhe moment was really more a source of
pride for us than for Veronica herself-we knew
horv little she possessed but how willingly she
gave.

Veronica was not able to fulfill her dream of
going to nursing school. Her suffering seemed to
increase when she learned that she could never
become a nurse. Finally she lay in excruciating
pain in the hospital. Her brother had the same
disease, and the doctors were able to give him a
bone marrow transplant which may save his life.
But it was too late for Veronica. The disease was
too advanced. She would die at age nineteen.
She lay there trembling with pain, but still dis'
playing no self pity. In fact she asked to see my
newborn daughter, and we were able to get permission to take her to Veronica's room.
'I'here in the sterile hospital room I saw new
life and death staring each other in the face: our
infant daughter, with her life before her, and
Veronica, her brief life filled with faith, quiet
but strong. Two thoughts crossed my mind. I was
happy that my daughter was healthy and would
apparently not face the same sufferings experiencerd by Veronica. Yet, I was glad that our little
girl could, for a motnent, be with this sister who
had inspired t¡s all. For it is my hope that in
mal-ìy ways our daughter will grow up to be just
t
lihe Veronica Trujillo.
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Common Roots, Divergent
By W.CLARK

clLPlN

Despite common ancestry in an American
religious movement which knew itself as the
"Reformation of the nineteenth century," the
Churches of Christ and the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) today exhibit only faint family
resemblances. For a century the congregations
of the Christian Church have moved steadily, if
at times hesitantly, toward life as one of the
"mainstream" Protestant denominations. From
the Federal Council of Churches to the Consultation on Church Union (COCU), they have involved themselves in ecumenical relationships;
with a restructure of polity during the past
decade, they have amplified the connectional
dimension of a traditionally congregational
ecclesiology.

Meanwhile, the Chtxches of Christ (the article
is important) have fiercely resisted identification
as yet another denomination. Within a diverse
and loosely associated "brotherhood" they have
borne witness to their local congregations as
whole and autonomous manifestations of the
church. In the present decade, while the Christian Church has slowly declined to 1.3 million
members, the Churches of Christ have achieved a
membership of approximately 2.5 million; the
two wings of the "Reformation" seem classic

Dr. W. Clarh Gilpin
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examples of the contrasting religious patterns assessed by I)ean Kelley in Why Conseruatiue
Churches Are Growing (Harper & Row, 1972).

SHARED HISTORY
This disparate development has insulated the
grollps from each other. For the person in the
pew, commerce between the two communions,
whether intellectual, religious or social, is rare.
Yet members of both churches have maintained
an abiding--ome might say excessive-interest in
their shared early history. The forty-one volumes
of founder Alexander Campbell's religious periodical, The Millennial Harbinger, remain in print
($350 the set) more than a century after original
publication ceased. Such pride of ancestry, if exercised critically, may prove singularly beneficial.
The churches' seemingly separate futures will in
no small measure depend on evaluations of the
vitality and limitations of their diverse legacies.

This concern for tradition is itself a matter
worth noting, for the founders of the Disciples
of Christ had slender regard for matters traditional. When, in the first decade of the nineteenth century, Thomas and Alexander Campbell
immigrated from the north of Ireland to western
Pennsylvania, the division and disarray within
their own Presbyterian tradition as well as in the
other Protestant churches of the frontier profoundly disturbed them. 'Ihey were soon fired
with zeal not to begin arrother cìrurch but to
propagate a movement of purification and reunion within the existing churches. They called
on church people from the denominations
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Poths:

The D¡sciples qnd the

Churches of Christ
to

begin anew-to begin at the beginning; to
to the pure fountain of truth,
and to neglect and disregard, as though they
had never been, the decrees of Popes, Councils, Synods, and Assemblies, and all the traditions and corrttptions of an apostate Church.
By coming at once to the primitive model and
rejecting all human inventions, the Church was
to be at once released from the controversies
of eighteen centuries, and the primitive gospel
of salvation was to be disentangled and disernbarrassed from all those corruptions and
perversions which had heretofore delayed or
arrested its progress (Memoirs of Alexander
Campbell, by Robert Richardson ILippincott,
1868-701 , Vol. I, pp,257-258).
The Campbells' effort to unite Christians on the
foundation of what they pr-'rceived to be the New
'lestament pattem of preaching and discipline
thus included an iconoclastic attack on the historic traditions of the churches. The search for
the "ancient order" was simultaneously a severe
.tudgrnr:nt on the present order.
ascend at once

THE CAMPBELLITE FORMULA
Tìre documernt that articulated this program
was tlre I)eclarqtiott and Address written by
'I'homas Campbell in 1809. Pleading for Christian
nnion through a return to New Testament Christianity, Carnpbell celebrated the freedom and
ability of the individual Christian to interpret
Scripture untrammeled by the authority of creed
or clergy. Ar-r honest look at the Bible, unbiased
by preconceived theological notions or denominational ax-grir-rding, so Campbell argued, would
lead the individuaì to the conclusion that it spohe
APRIL,1979

clearly and with a single voice and that its pattern could be duplicated in the present day.
"Where the Scriptures speak, we speak," Campbell announced; "where the Scriptures are silent,
we are silent." This formula, so he and his son
Alexander believed, could achieve public unity
for the church while allowing liberty to the private opinions of its members.
The Declaration snd Address was published, it
should be observed, not as the constitution of a
church but as the manifesto of a voluntary society of reformers, the Christian Association of
Washington County. And although the society
quickty evolved into a congregation and affiìiated
with the Baptists, the reformers continued to
consider themselves a movement. They joined
the Baptists not with the idea of being "merely"
Baptist but rather on the assttmption that they
were the leaven by which the Baptist loaf would
rise to true Christianity. Strife ensued and, taking
a host of Baptist converts, the Disciples of
Christ struck out on their own. By the early
1830s, through the persuasive evangelism of
Walter Scott and through union with Barton
Stone's Christian movement, what had begun as
a voluntary society became a rapidly expanding
association of churches. Twenty years later the
Disciples of Christ were the seventh largest religious group in America.
The remarkable growth of the churches was
prompted by the clarity of their message and the
ambiguity of their identity. They were not a denomination, it was regularly insisted; they were
a movement, a brotherhood. In those optimistic
early days, to join a Disciples congregation was
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mesh one's personal commitment with the
new destiny of the Christian faith. The Campbellite formula was the hallmark of the fellowship: the restoration of primitive Christianity,
freedom in Christ, and union among Christians.
But within this church of reformers that formula was asked to do double service. It was at
once a challenge to American Protestantism and,
increasingly, a platform for Disciples churchmanship. Despite its documented effectiveness in the
former capacity, it was to prove increasingly unstable in the latter.
DIVISION AND CONTROVE RSY
Rejection of churchly traditions in favor of
Scripture, "the living oracles," had quickly established the distinctive features of Disciples
worship and polity: weekly communion, beIiever's baptism by immersion, a prominent role
for the laity, and fervent regard for congregational autonomy. But when further issues of organization and discipline arose, factions within
the church tended to argue their cases by elevating to pre-eminence a particular element of the
formula: restoration, freedom or union.
By the end of the nineteenth century the brotherhood, finding the issues irresolvable, had
split. The Churches of Christ, maintaining doctrinal conservatism and emphasizing the element
of restoration, proclaimed the organization of
missionary societies and the use of instrumental
music in worship to be abominations utterly lacking in scriptural warrant. The Christian Church,
keeping cautiously open to the currents of critical biblical scholarship, adopted the element of
unity as the distinctive Disciples contribution to
the faith and proceeded to develop missionar5r
societies and to listen to organs with an easy
conscience.

Controversy was not laid to rest by division,
however. Disagreement about the relation between baptism and church membership, about
the relation between biblical criticism and biblical restorationism, and about the administration
of missionary work split the Christian Church
again in the twentieth century. The Churches of
Christ, too, seemed perennially rocked by controversies, ranging from matters of millenarian
theology to the financial support of radio and
television ministries. Today the Campbell-ScottStone tradition exists in three wings: the
Churches of Christ, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), and the nondenominational fel-
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owship

of Christian Churches

and Churches of

Christ.

AN UNFINISHED TASK
The inability of the traditional Disciples formula to address emerging ecclesiastical and social
issues has continued to vex the churches. In 1963
Christian Church historian Ronald E. Osborn
evaluated the situation for The Christian Century
series "What's Ahead for the Churches?" and
found that "though various attempts have been
made to combine the elements in differing proportions (RFgU4, RF4U?) or to concentrate on
one or twcl of the elements, washing the others
out, discomfiture has been the recent lot of Disciples as the tradition simmered in uneasy flux"
("Formula in Flux: Reformation for the Disci
ples of Christ," The Christian Century, September 25,1963, p. 1163).
Earlier Disciples have thus presented both the
Churches of Christ and the Christian Church with
an ironic heritage-a movement to restore the
church, but one whose self-understanding has inhibited sustained theological reflection about
the church's nature and mission. The effort to
frame the Disciples message within a comprehensive doctrine of the church still stands before
these diverse communions as an unfinished task.
Since the two have appropriated their history
differently, the common problems will likely receive two quite different sets of answers. But
events of the past decade seem to have placed
each church further along the road toward a
richer ecclesiology.
A MOVEMENT WITH A MESSAGE
One problem to be confronted could be characterized as the long-term effect of originating
from a voìuntary society. The Disciples have cherished the image of being a movement with a distinctive message to promulgate. But this messagecentered understanding of the fellowship has all
too often had as its corollary a contractual understanding of the church. The result has been
that withholding funds and withdrawing from
"the movement" have been used as tactics for
voicing opposition to policies or trends of
thinking.
One important reason for decline in Christian
Church membership since the late '60s, for example, has been the withdrawal of congregations
that objected to the restructure of the denomination's polity. The hallowed designation "broAPRIL, 1979

therhood" can be somewhat misleading, therefore, implying as it does that "the ties that bind"
run deep in the blood and transcend issue-related
disagreements. In fact, it is precisely this dimension of "brotherhood" which is most at stake
for the churches in the immediate future.
The issues here are perhaps most apparent in
the Churches of Christ, where emphasis on restoration of New Testament Christianity has
placed ideological purity at a premium. The
temptation has been to make loyalty to the message and uniform understanding of it tests of

a decade ago. It remains to be seen whether that
tolcrancc for cliversity will extr:nd beyond strictly
doctrinal issues to the points at which religious
concerns clearly interact with social attitudes.
Discussion of the place of women in the ministry, for example, has not yet fully developed in
the churches. Bnt, as made clear in a 1971 series
by Leroy Garrett in the Res;torqtion Reuiew,
"the Restoration rnind" is concerned with more
than whether or not to use a plurality of communion cups during the Lord's Supper; it is also
doing its homework on such matters as social

The Churches of Christ are tolerating a
significantly wider spectrum of the<llogical opinion

within the fellowship than would have been
expected even a decade ago.

fellowship. The sense of being what Churches of
Christ historian David E. Harrell has called "a
peculiar people" has often lapsed into intolerant
exclusivism. Reuel Lemmons, editor of the
widely circulated journal, Firm Foundation,
shares the opinion of many church leaders when
he laments "the disfellowshipping mania" which
regularly threatens to erupt in the congregations.
This excessive regard for uniformity, Lemmons
declares, has made the churches more interested
in "guarding the ramparts and ferreting out the
heretics" than in mission.
In the past, the churches' apprehensions about
individual thinking occasioned the departure of
many talented and well-educated members. In
1966 a group of such exiles pubtished Voices of
Concern as a public expression of regret that the
Churches of Christ had not fostered an "atmosphere in which independent minds may feel at
home." The editor, Robert Meyers, expressed
hope that nerü currents of open-mindedness in
the churches betokened "a more charitable tomorrovv. Thousands are restless and dissatisfied
with the aridity of exclusivism and authoritarianism. Bright young minds are refusing to be put
off with answers that have no more to commend
them than the hoary beard of antiquity" (Voices
of Concern: Critical Studies in Church of Chrístism lMission Messenger, 19661, pp. 2-3).
Has

that "more charitable tomorrow" arrived?

To a surprising degree the answer is Yes. The
Churches of Christ are tolerating a significantly

wider spectrum of theological opinion within the
fellowship than would have been expected even
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justice and race relations. Whatever the exact
outcome, those ministers and editors calling for
"unity in diversity" may be expected to play an
increasingly influential role iu the Churches of
Christ.

BEYOND THE LOCAL CHURCH
second ecclesiological problem being confronted is the status ol the churches' mission beyond the local congregation. On this issue the
most dramatic recent changes have been within
the Christian Churcl-r (Disciples of Christ).
Nineteenth century Disciples feared hierarchical authority to such degree that any organization beyond the local congregation was regarded
with suspicion. The Churches of Christ have insisted on leaving missionary work to the initiative
of the local church, and any joint efforts are typ-

A

ically coordinated by the elders of a large or
particularly active congregation. Even for the
"cooperative" Christian Church, missionary and
benevolent societies wer€l orgallized and maintained strictly as adjuncts to the actual churchthat is, the local congregations. Society officers
were given such secular titles as general secretary
or president, and annnal conventions of the denominations were mass meetings, not representative deliberative gatherin gs.
During the late '50s, perspectives began to
change in the Christian Church. A panel of scholars was commissioned to reassess the church's
heritage, and its three-volume report, published
in 1963, gave theological impetus to the rethinking of polity. In 1968 the churches accepted a
new "provisional design" for the denomination,
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which in a moderately revised form was approved as "the design" by the 1977 General
Assembly. The restructured polity incorporates
the old denominational boards and agencies into
a more inclusive concept of the church existing
in three basic manifestations: local, regional and
general. Changes in names reflect the changes in
thinking. The International Convention of Christian Churches is now the General Assembly of
the Christian Church. The chief executive officer
of the denomination, Kenneth L. Teegarden, is
now the general minister, and the state secretaries are now regional ministers.
The broad effects of these significant revisions
cannot yet be assessed, but one important feature is surely the expanded responsibility placed

at the church's regional level (corresponding
roughly to states or clusters of states). Particularly notable is the region's role in care for seminary students and in the oversight of ordination
-responsibilities formerly left to the local congregation. The regional ministers are playing a
Iarger part in the denomination's financial deliberations and as advisers in ministerial placement, and one of their number, James A. Moak
of Kentucky, recently completed service as mod-

to "restore" Christianity on the Continent.
This restoratior,ist repudiation of denominational Christianity has served for decades to isolate the Churches of Christ from the concerns of
many American Christians and, equally, has
made their concerns nearly incomprehensible to
the outsider. Here again, new perspectives are
developing. Such scholarly journals as the ßestoration Quarterly are publishing a number of
articles whose historical and theological concerns extend far beyond the old rubrics of biblical exegesis and the history of the restoration
movement. Similarly, Mission, which began publication in 1967, has received praise from such
analysts of the current religious scene as Edwin
Gaustad and Martin E. Marty for the skill with
which it addresses broad concerns of the Christian faith from a restorationist perspective. Although the old exclusivism dies hard, it is clear
that many members of the Churches of Christ
are diligent in the effort to bring the tradition
into clear dialogue with current issues in theology and ethics.
For the Christian Church, in which the restoration theme has long been deeply submerged,
ecumenical discussion and studies of merger have

The restorationist repudiat¡on of denominational
Christianity has served for decades to ¡solate Churches
of Christ from the concerns of many American Christians and has
made the¡r concerns nearly incomprehens¡ble to the outs¡der.

erator of the church's General Assembly. For a
denomination not infrequently beleaguered by
the distinction between local congregation and
general agency, this mediating structure would
seem an important addition to the church's life.
ECUMENICAL DIALOGUE
A final ecclesiological problem confronting
the Churches of Christ and the Christian Church
concerns relations with those whom Alexander
Campbell liked to refer to as "the parties"-that
is, the denominations of Arnerican Christianity.
For a tradition which had Christian union as one
of its founding principles, this at first seems an
odd problem. But in fact the iconoclastic dimension of the Disciples message made it difficult
for this movement-become-a-church to appreciate traditions lacking a "thus saith the Lord"
from Scripture. Some of the earliest Disciples
missionaries, for exarnple, were sent to Europe
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been taking place throughout the twentieth cen-

tury. Currently, conversations toward a deeper
understanding are proceeding with representatives of Roman Catholicism, and discussions
toward possible union have begun with the
United Church of Christ. The latter relationship
is being pursued in ways compatible with the
membership of both in the Consultation on
Church Union, and it will be occurring at all
levels of the

life of the two churches.

In sum, internal diversity of thinking,

more
positive relations with the broad Christian tradition, and revisions of polity have set a demanding
yet potentially fruitful theological agenda that
addresses the whole spectrum of the Disciples of
Christ tradition. The movement's founders had
hoped that their message would allow them "to
ascend at once to the pure fountain of truth";
for their descendants in the Churches of Christ
and the Christian Church the goal remains the
same, but the route is more arduous.
t
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We know these things take place. But
what do we do about it? Mainstream

Christianity (with a few notable exceptions) has remained silent about
these revolting phenomena of our
time. Do we really worry about what
these things do to the fabric of our
culture over a long period of time?
Van Dorn's responÊe to the porno-

r.i

graphic wonderland is pure rage. He
goes through the depraved places on
the West Coast in search of his daughter in a state of total disgust. He as-

of the degradation of the human body whenever

saults the purveyors

the opportunity presents itself. The

Hardcore, Columbia Pictures. Written and directed by Paul Schrader. Main Stars: George C.

film. (Hard core pornography does
not stay in the inner city red light
areas; il, has spread to main street

pornographers do violence to the person and the total human spirit, and
Van Dorn responds with physical violence toward them. 'Ihis response at
least is visually interesting, and it also
serves to bring about what I construe
to be the main message of the film:
the world of the evangelical Christian
and the pornographer are mutually
incompatible.
The fact that Van Dorn is resolute
in his opposition means that there is
no room for personal growth or introspection concerning his own per-

mid-America.)

sonal sexuality

Scott, Peter Boyle, and Season Hubley.

Question: What is a Mission reat an R-rated movie
called, Hardcore? Answer: Not just to
see what the other side is doing, but
to witness a sort of modern moral
confrontation in the form of a cine-

viewer doing

matic parable; a clash between those
who believe in traditional values as
expressed in the evangelical Christian

tradition and the practitioners of

local X-rated cinema where

it

be-

cornes evident that Kristen has returned home-not as the pure daughter of the local Calvinist leader, but
as a participant in a pornographic

The territory on which this conflict is fought is Grand Rapids and

Van Dorn is outraged, leaves Grand
Rapids, and for the rest of Schrader's
movie plunges into the pornographic
jungles of the West Coast in quest of

Los Angeles-San Diego. The selection

rescuing his daughter. Although ini-

of these cities, as far as I know, is not
meant to emphasize the differences

tially this scenario

modern pornography,

in character between Richard Nixon
and Gerald Ford, but to highlight
two ways of looking at the world
which are much farther apart.
George C. Scott plays Jake Van
Dorn, a Calvinist, middle-American
type who is the owner of a furniture

factory

in

is strange,

I find it

quite credible. Pauline Kael has noted
that this plot reminds her of a 1956
John Ford film where John Wayne
spends five years tracking down his
niece who was abducted by Comanches. In my experience as a professor
at a large State University, I have encountered many people whose lives
took an inexplicable and vastly different course upon leaving the family

Grand Rapids. He is divorced, but a solid churchgoer. He is
vitally interested in raising his daugh- nest. Schrader siezes upon this point
ter in an environment with solid to provide the setting for the battle
moral foundations. He becomes the between the two incompatible ways
protagonist in the film when his of life-of Van Dorn and the pornodaughter, Kristen (Ilah Davis) disap- graphic hustlers.
pears on a Sunday School tour in Los
With respect to the conflict in the
Angeles. Van Dorn goes to Los An- film, it may be true on a surface level
geles and hires a "creepy" private- that viewers will be shocked at Schraeye (Peter Boyle) in an attempt to der's portrayal of certain scenes of
locate Kristen. Several ntonths later the debasement of the human body
the private-eye meets Van Dorn in in the pornographic houses. We should
Grand Rapids and takes him to the be! That is one of Schrader's points.
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or total values. Are
his own violent actions congruent
with ltis espoused confessional

Chris-

tian coqvictions? All of these interesting questions are set aside by Schrader in order to create in Van Dorn a
one-dimensional character whose to-

tal commitment to one task supersedes

everything else. He has a point.

This is a legitimate response. After
all, do historians ask about Lenin's
inner development when he was orchestrating the Bolschevik revolution?
Lenin was interested in one thing: to-

tal victory for his party. Van Dorn
wanted one thing: his daughter home
safe and sound.

This point is made emphatic in
Schrader's portrayal of Niki (Season
Flubley). As a woman who is victimized by the pornographic industry,
Niki shows real growth throughoui
the film and ultimately seeks redemption through asking Van Dorn's assistance to help her escape from her liviug hell. Van Dorn does nothing to
help her. He has his own crusade, and
that is all that matters. The world of

Calvinistic Grand Rapids is wholly
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loneliness, and the price of commun-

ity. After decades of alienation from
the church, Gail's mother tells her
why she intends to go back:

By

hbbie

You thought, I know, I turned
against the Church, or ought to
have. And with part of my mind

Lee Holley

I think I

'lhe Raincrotu,by Jane Gilmore Rushing (Garden

City, New Yorlil Doubleday, 1977),279 pp. Reviewed by Bitl Love, miuister of the Bering Drive
Church of Christ in l{oltston.
If you love a gocld ttovel but wou"if any good thing could come
out of West Texas," the auswer is
definitely "yes" ilt the case of Jatre
der

Gilmore Rushing's I'he RaincroLu. The
novelist tells the story of Gail Stotle-

man, a divorced English professor
who returns l,o her home ou the fartn
in West Texas for a sulnlner vacatiou
in the hope of finding that illusive
"something" which will rescue her
from her sterile acadenlic life in California. At the satne litne, she worries
about the decision her lweuty-yearold son has made to retttrtt aud fartn

this land, in lietr of a protrtisirtg

¡rro-

fessional or acadetnic carecr. 'l'he
story is punctuated with the hauuting cry of the "raincrow," a mythical
bird everyone hears but no olle ever
sees, promising rain for lhe parched

land,

happir.ress

for its

inhabitauts,

and peace of mind for Gail.

Mrs. Rushing caPtures rvell the

wanted

to. I know I

have changed some about it, tooI don't believe I think any longer
that it is the only way, but I do
know that it's my way. (p. 235)

color aud atmosphere of the slnall
Wesl 'Iexas community, especially as
its life centers in the church. The
small cougregation, which is never

identified for the reader, does not
allow instruments of music in wor'
ship, wometr ever to speak in the

Gail finds her mother's love for
the church as baffling as the church
itself. She and her mother arrive at
different answers for the question:
"What price should one pay for fellowship and community?"
The novelist displays a mixture of
contempt and admiration for the simple faith of the folks back home. As

a native West Texan, Mrs. Rushing

presence of men at church, or the use
of alcoholic beverages in any form.

brings to life much of the beauty of
that austere land. Her novel provides

In this atmosphere of doctrinal rigid-

not so much profound

ity

and unbending moralism, gossip
grows as rife as West Texas goatheads
on fertile soil. Gail Stoneman returns
home to find her farnily caught in the
crossfire, her mother still the victim
of an ancient community scandal.

The novel will probably not

be

remembered as a classic, but the author touches with sensitivity the pathos of life as many of us have known
it: the clairns of the religious upon
the non-religious, the irnpossibility of
"going home again," life and death,
love and forbidden love, the pain of

answers as

provocative questions about personhood, family, church, and commun-

ity. Those who grew up accepting, as
a way of life, grit in their teeth, a
treeless terrain, the relentless wind,
and authoritarian religion will find in
this book memories of what was good
and what was not so good about living in West Texas. Those who have
never lived in a small town or visited
West Texas, but who struggle with
the price of admission into any community, will find much of the pathos
of the human condition in these pages.

t

MOVIES (Cottt'd. from ¡t' 19)
other to anything else. In Taxi Driuer
and,

Blue Collar, earlier

Schrader

films, this theme was implicit. Now
it is explicit.
As in past Schrader filrns, l.his one
ends violently. Could these violeul.
endings be Schrader's tnelaphor for
telling us that the. idea of Alnerica as
the "melting pot" has cotne apart,
and that the various philosophies and

lifestyles in this ct-runl,ry are so incompatible that they tnust cotne ultimately into violent cc¡nfrontation?

This is a point Christians nrav well
ponder; especially those who carry
message of the love shown by the
crucified Christ as the ultirnate reality
by which the world rnay be healed. t

the
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To Me There's More Beauty
'I'o nte there's more beauty
In a wotnan with a bashet on her head
'I'o me there's more wonder
In a fíeld of pale brown grain,
tVloued by the breath of God
As it bows before His face.
'I'o me there's more beauty
In the things of common place.

-Morley Robinson,

Jr.
APRIL, 1979

Straight to the Heart
I am Eateful for the insight God
has given to Dr. Reagan ("Guyanaand Cultism in the Restoration Movement," January issue) on such a
timely subject. His words and
thoughts cut straight to the heart of
the problem we find in numerous
church bodies today. I commend him
highly on having the courage and
ability to write such a soul-searching,
ühought-provoking article.
J. Don George, pastor
Calvary Temple

Irving, Texas

Not My Heritage
David R. Reagan asked about Jim
Jones: "How could my religious heritage produce a false prophet of such
antichrist proportions?" He had previously said: "Was he some sort of
Oriental guru? A disciple of Satan?
Or perhaps a Marxist masquerading
as a minister? You can imagine the
sense of shock I felt when I discovered that Jones was a Christíøn
minister and that his whole operation

was ostensibly a Christían church"
(January issue, p. 3).

You can imagine my shock to
learn that anyone thought that a
Marxist who used religion as a cover
should be thought by anyone to be a

minister-{hristian or otherwise (except as a minister of Satan).
Reagan can speak for himself, for
he knows what he thinks his religious
heritage is, but, speaking for myself,

what produced Jones was not, remotely related to my religious heritage. As a matter of fact, the Disciples of Christ are related to the
Restoration Movement

in

America

only as an apostate movement is related 'to what it

apostatized from.
The predominant theology in the Dis-

ciples

of

Christ is a twisted mix of

scripture thrown

in with

socialism.
What is called the social gospel is the
marriage of socialism and modernism.
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will do the job of

issues which have emphasized the pa-

boldly denouncing "cultic leaders like
Sun Myung Moon and those who give
him aid and comfort, even from our
own ranks" (see Warren Lewis, "Is
the Rev. Moon a Christian?," December issue). As far as I am concerned,
Warren Lewis went out from us because he was no longer of us.
James D. Bales

cifist witness of the New Testament.

Perhaps Reagan

Searcy, Arkansas

Our Delusions of Grandeur
The publication of the article on
Guyana and cultism in the Restoration Movement constitutes a confession, an interest in historical truths,
and a severely limited search for scriptural truth. We are, for the most part,
still laboring under the delusions of
grandeur and inf¿llibility our tradi-

iions have attached to

Campbell,
Scott, and Stone-just like the Methodists do Wesley, the Môrmons Joseph

Smith, the Lutherans Martin Luther,
and the Catholics the Pope.

If

the Church of Christ ever joins the

twentieth century, this teaching of
Jesus of Nazareth will certainly have
to be restudied and reaffirmed.
is my sincere belief that one
must be a pacifist to be an honestto-God Christian. Christianity is more
than a "salvation cult"; it is a way of

It

life that demands a response to the
suffering love of the cross. Certainly
Jesus expected and taught his followers to accept the cross of pacifism.

To do less is blasphemy against the
image of God immanent in all human
beings.

I would like to contact members
of the Church of Christ who are interested in starting a Church of Christ

Peace Fellowship. They can get in
touch with me at the address below.
Gary Cummings, Th.M.
P.O.Box 92609
Lewisville, Texas T 5050

The only doctrinal truths based
sound scriptural interpretation
learned and taught by these three

Static View Ouenches Spirit

on

I have enjoyed the variety of articles appearing in Míssion. The recent

Restoration leaders are on repentance,
confession, and the virgin birth. They
never learned nor taught the truth of
the Bible on faith, baptism, the

ones concerning women have been
especially good. Your contribution
to the November edition was an im-

church, the kingdom, operation of

the Holy Spirit, miracles, tongues,
elders, deacons, communion, tithing,
music in worship, prophecy, inspiration, nor dispensations of God's dealing with man.
It is past time for us to face the
music. Shall we, or had we rather,
continue our strong self-delusions of
vanity and self-righteousness, as did
the Jews?
M. E. Gray
Tupelo, Mississippi

Any Witnesses for

Peace?

As an ex-member and minister of
the Church of Christ, I now worship
with the I'riends Church (Quakers),
and sincerely appreciate the recent

portant recognition of contextual
study. A view of the Scriptures as
static rather than dynamic does much
harm to the kingdom, quenching the
Spirit of Christ. How often a "blueprint" view makes Bible doctrine out

of

mere description, and limits the
work of the Spirit and the growth of
the church to a supposed Golden Age
of the first century! Not all that God
intends for us was fully implemented
in the first century. We can stillpray,
"Thy kingdom come."
Georges P. Carillet, minister
Snellville Christian Church
Snellville, Georgia

Mistakes re. Living Oracles
The very idea that Alexander
Campbell was so "dissatisfied with
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(CONTINUED)

I know not; but I thought it
due to the occasion thus to express the genuine and unaffected

translations that did not specify 'immerse' for baptism in Acts 2:38, etc.,

he translated his own New Testament" (Cross Currents, Feb. 1979)!
A mere glance at the title page of
"Living Oracles" would have told you
"The Sacred Writings of the Apostles
and Evangelists of Jesus Christ, com-

monly styled The New Testament,
translated from the Original Greek by
Doctors George Campbell, James Mac-

knight and Philip Doddridge. With
prefaces, various emendations and an

by Alexander Campbell."
So while published by Alexander

appendix

Campbell from his printing office at
Bethany, Va., it was translated prin-

self,

feelings of my heart.

Would that the translators of today, the instructors in today's equivalents of Campbell's Bethany College,
and the stipulators of what today's
missionaries will and will not practice,
had the same catholic and unsectarian

spirit which characterized Campbell.
It was not he who fostered sectarianism; it was he who clearly signalled
"the broader war against sectarianism, reduced now to the echo of a
bugle call remembered only faintly
by a few."

cipally by George Campbell, no

Larry Jackson
Round Rock, Texas

known relation.
Further, Alexander Campbell's stated purpose, far from promoting a

particular doctrine, was to produce
an accurate version in the language of
the people, thus incurring the same

wrath as those today who depart
from the King James Version. "A living language is continually changing,"
he began his Preface of Jan. 19, l-826,
to "Living Oracles," and cited many
of the same objections which today
are raised to KJV wording. But even

(Editor's Note-Since the following
Forum contributions were received
on April Fool's Day, the management
takes no responsibility for their authenticity. We simply did our best to
answer the queries.)

Give Us the Business (Name)

Paul's Cathedral (Attglican) in London, and the Episcopalians are uerl
similar.

Tastelessness Contest
We are trying to award a prize for
the most tasteless evangelistic presentation on the American scene. So far

we think it belongs to Billy James
Hargis, who promised his audience,
"We're gonna fill you so full of the
Holy Spirit that if a mosquito bites
you he's gonna fly away singin'
'There's power in the blood!' " Do
you have a nomination?
Phinicky in Philadelphia
Dear Phinichy: Well, there was the
guesl euangelíst on a recent PTL teleuision show who said, "Yott know,

when you eat onions you're gonna
burp ø foul onion smell. But whett
you eat God, yott'll burp a sweet odor
to the world."

What Do You Advise?
I hear you do pastoral counseling.

I am a (very) married woman of 48. I
say very married because this creep
I'm with now is my seventh husband.
But my problem is the daughter of
my third husband. She was really an
accident, see, but anyway she begatr
living with us when I was with the

then, he was aecused of fostering sectarianism. To this Campbell pointedly

We appreciate your highly creative
style and thought. Maybe you can
help us come up with a name for our
new undergarment business. \{e want

stated:

to

guy (you know, that's how you say it
when you're not really married) who

thin, although we cannot guarantee

see this girl wasn't really what you'd
call a planned baby and all, like I said,

If the mere publication of a version of the inspired writings requires, as we think it does (and
as the Míssion editor thinks it
does), the publisher to have no
sectarian object in view, we are
happy in being able to appeal to
our whole course of public addresses, and to all that we have
written on religious subjects, to
show that we have no such object
in view. . . . I do most solemnly
declare that. . . I would not give
one turn to the meaning of an adverb, preposition, or interjection,
to aid any sectarian cause in the
world. Whether every reader may
g¡ve me credit in so declaring my-
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stress the ideas of dependability
and absolute confidence in our product's staying on through thick and

whether they fit the right side or the
left. What should we call our business?
Business-Minded in Memphis
Dear Business: Call it "Fírm Foun-

dations," of course.

On Being Lost and Found
I am worried about a relative of
mine who has begun attending an
Episcopal Church. Can one be lost in
the Episcopal Church?

Worried in Abilene

Dear Worried: Quite lihely. Our
son uas lost for fiue minutes in St.

later became my fourth husband and

but anyway she has taken up with a
Iazy bum who won't work and she
actually had the nerve to come by
the other day and say I should come
up with her share of the inheritance
which was supposed to come from
my third husband's will and I said inheritance ha-ha, the will is still tied
up in court and anyway is community
property part hers in New Jersey?
Hanied in Hoboken
Dear Harried: Not responsible in
case

of accidents.
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INERRANCY: A PHILOSOPHICAL SHIBBOLETH

CURR€N
It is disheartening to hear more and r.nore
Restorationists repeat a shibboleth that has unnecessarily divided our religious neighbors.
(We have enough divisions of our own, without borrowing theirs.) The key word is
"inerrancy." Holding that the Scriptures are
inerrant is supposed to be the mark of the
true believer. All others are Bible-denying
liberals.

Inerrancy is not a biblical word. Those who
it are the liberals, since they must import
it from nineteenth century philosophy. While
all formulations of biblical doctrine must rely
to some extent on philosophy or current
thought, to elevate such language to the level
of a touchstone of orthodoxy is the real heresy. It is like the tradition of the Pharisees,
originally devised as a hedge about the law. If
the law says it is wrong to plow on the Sabbath,
it is also wrong for a child to drag a stick in
the sand. The mark may go deep enough to
constitute a furrow, and the law thus be
broken. As with all tradition, however, the
hedge soon takes on greater importance than
what it protects; and to violate the tradition is
taken to mean violating the law itself.
So it is with the false philosophy of inerrancy. It is a platonist idea, the result of our
Ionging for the comforting presence of perfection in an imperfect world. The difficulty
is, no such thing exists. AII tìre available manuscripts have discrepancies, some minor, some
use
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major. To argue that since they are inspired,
they must be without error is to cover the
Spirit's raw, original work with a saccharin
coat of human logic. The fact is, we do not
know whether there were one or two beggars
outside Jericho; one or another of our manuscripts is simply wrong. We do not have
consistent accounts of the appearances of
Jesus after the resurrection. The Spirit inspired
the authors to tell their story differently; the
Bible is therefore right, even while "wrong."
And that is the real point at stake: the authority of the Bible, not its imagined perfection. Actually, these accounts' differences are
just what we would expect from sources
that have not been tampered with. They have
the same ring of truth that adheres to other
unvarnished historical accounts. As such, they
come to us not in the garments of philosophical perfection, but of reuelation. They do not
grip us because of their polish or intricate
agreement in detail, but because of the fact
that they grew out of the lives of those who
stood nearest to the central truth on which
they all agree: "He is not here; for he is risen."
It is a clever device of Satan to tempt us to
argue over how revelation should have come.
The real test of whethbr we accept Scripture is
not whether we can say "Shibboleth" or
"inerrancy," but, on the available evidence,
"Jesus is Lord."
_RD
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Good Friday Meditation
by a Father
I wonder if God and his son
ever snuggled in the early morning. That

would make it awfully hard to watch Jesus
leave Heaven.
I wonder if God and his son
ever romped on the lawn together' lt must
have been difficult to watch Jesus leave
Heaven.

if God and his son
ever played and laughed on the floor iust
before bedtime. That would have made it

I wonder

very painful to watch the lonely walk
up Calvary.
I wonder if God and his son
ever shared a warrn hug and an "l love you"
at the close of day. lt must have been
heart-rendilrg to have witnessed the death
of that son on a cross.
I wonder

if I could freely give mv son

to die on a cross for sinners.
doubt it.

I

But I am so glad that God did. Thank you,
Father" Thank you, Jesus. Bless your
holy name.

-Rod Farthing

